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Abstract— A method of image matching by taking every 

fixed match pixel was proposed, then the images could be 

matched accurately in case of noise. The method was based 

on grey feature-based template matching, it took a long time 

for basic template matching to traverse to extract match 

points. According to this problem, the method that took every 

fixed matching pixel in template image and real-time image 

and took every fixed pixel to search in real-time image was 

used to achieve image matching. Results show that: for noise-

free image, under the premise of guaranteeing the matching 

accuracy, this method can achieve. The same effect as the 

Sequential Similarity Detection Algorithm does in matching 

speed; for noise image, the speed of image matching is 

improved both is method, and the problem that Sequential 

Similarity Detection Algorithm can’t guarantee.    
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In today’s times, cameras have become a major role player 

and can be seen everywhere, from the smart phone in our 

pocket to the surveillance cameras in our campus to the 

microscopic cameras used in medical sciences and so on. The 

field of computer vision has seen a meteoric rise in the recent 

past, with the development of a wide variety of techniques to 

accomplish certain tasks. These tasks include motion 

analysis, scene reconstruction, image restoration and image 

matching [1][2][3] . In this study, we have focused on various 

image matching techniques and algorithms. We have 

compared their performances, eventually suggesting the best 

technique out of all the considered techniques. It may happen 

that some of these algorithms/techniques work better with 

certain data sets, while others aren’t as effective in analysing 

the same data sets. Hence, certain algorithms prove to be 

useful for a specific application while others have different 

usage. As mentioned in the text above, computer vision 

algorithms are widely used to recognize, manipulate and 

extract details from image data.  

These processes are conducted with the help of 

various algorithms and techniques. Each algorithm has its 

unique way of identifying and governing the data that is to be 

modified. Every algorithm is unique from the other one and 

efficiency criteria differ in each case, even though the aim of 

the algorithm is the same i.e. image matching. Image 

matching is a sub domain of computer vision, which focuses 

on finding a similarity or multiple similarities between a set 

of images and eventually matching them i.e. considering 

them the same. This particular task of matching similar 

images has been accomplished using various algorithms 

[1][2][3], which will be discussed in the next chapter. The rest 

of the paper is organized as follows. Significance of feature 

detection for image matching is explained in section II. 

Various algorithms for image matching are presented in 

section III. Experimental results are explained for various 

applications in subdivision IV and finally concluding remarks 

are given in section V. 

Similarity Detection Algorithm (SSDA)[3,4,5], 

which can quickly and accurately match noise-free images. 

However, digital image is often affected by equipment, 

environment and other factors in the process of acquisition 

and transmission, so it contains a variety of noise. In practical 

applications, because of the limitations of time, technology 

and other factors, we may not be able to remove the noise in 

real-time image, instead we have to match images with noise 

directly. When using SSDA to match noise images, the 

matching accuracy is significantly reduced. We can only 

guarantee matching accuracy by reducing the matching 

speed, leading to the reducing of the matching speed. A 

method of image matching by taking every fixed match pixel 

is proposed in this paper. This method can guarantee the 

matching accuracy and improve matching speed at the same 

time for noise image. 

Template matching is technique digital image 

processing for finding small part an image which match a 

template image. It can be used in manufacturing as a part of 

quality control, a way to navigate a mobile robot, or as a way 

to detect edges in images. Image Processing Techniques. 

Generally, image processing consists of several stages: image 

import, analysis, manipulation and image output. There are 

two methods of image processing: digital and analogue. In 

particular, digital image processing and its techniques. 

Feature detection is the process of computing the abstraction 

of the image information and making a local decision at every 

image point to see if there is an image feature of the given 

type existing in that point. Feature detection and image 

matching have been two important problems in machine 

vision and robotics, and their applications continue to grow 

in various fields. An ideal feature detection technique should 

be robust to image transformations such as rotation, scale, 

illumination, noise and affine transformations. In addition, 

ideal features must be highly distinctive, such that a single 

feature to be correctly matched with high probability [1, 2]. 

Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) is a feature detector 

developed by Lowering We also compare the robustness of 

these techniques against rotation, scaling, and deformity due 

to horizontal. 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A. A product image matching principle for grey feature 

based template: 

 
Template matching could be a methodology of 

image edge sharpening and testing. It may be wont to match 

pictures. Suppose the scale of example image T belief flux 

unit × y , and also the size of matching image S is N Nx × y , 

the example image that stacked within the matching image 

panning whereas matching, search the sub-image of reference 

image lined by the example image is S i j, , where i , j 

represents the position of the higher left corner element 

during this sub-image inside the matching image S. The sub-

image that is comparable to example image is supported by 

scheming the correlation operate. If the example image T and 

search sub-image S i j, area unit precisely the same, then the 

distinction between T and S i j, is zero.  

We can use one among the subsequent 2 metrics to live the 

degree of similarity between T and S in application. 

D(i j, ) =[S i j, (m n, ) −T m n(, )]2                                     (1) 

m= =1 n 1MM  D(i j,) = | S i j, (m n,) −T m n() |                 (2) 

m= =1 n 1D(i j, )=[S mni j, ( , )]2 −[S mn T mni j, ( , )× (, )]+[ 

(T mn, )]2m= =1n one m= =1n 1m==1n 1                  (3)  

As (i, j) changes, once T and S i j, matches, the second item 

of (3) gets the utmost worth, thus we are able to use the 

subsequent correlation operate to live the similarity.  

  M M 

 [S i j, (m n,) ×T m n( , )] 

R i j(, ) = m=1 n=1 half is that the activity of the similarity 

between the matching time step by step shortens. Through the 

matching positions required to look for will increase within 

the original image, however the templet image is smaller, the 

pel points contained by templet ar reduced, the time used for 

the activity of the similarity between templet image T and 

sub-image S in original image is shortened, which ends up 

within the total matching present shortened. templet pictures 

of various sizes have getting used for image matching take a 

look at, the results show that the matching time needed by 

grey feature-based templet matching consists of 2 elements. 

One  

M M 

 [S i j, (m n, )]2 

  m=1 n=1                                                                           (4) 

Apparently, the bigger R (i, j) is, the additional 

similar templet T and sub-image S i j, are. (i, j) is that the 

matching purpose that we have a tendency to ar sorting out.  

B. Image Matching in Templates of various Sizes  

Gray feature-based templet matching will be divided into 2 

elements, one half is that the activity of the similarity between 

the templet image T and also the sub-image S of the first 

image, the opposite half is that the templet image sorting out 

the simplest matching pel purpose one by one in original 

image. within the case of different conditions remaining 

unchanged, matching time is decided by the dimensions of 

templet image. (a) is that the original image in Fig.2, the 

dimensions is 420×298, ar templet pictures of various sizes. 

 
1) Image matching for products 

 
Table 1: product recognition using Genetic algorithm for 

different number of iterations 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

III. PROPOSED METHOD 

 
Fig. 1: Block diagram of colour based image matching. 
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A. RGB Colour: 

The RGB color model is an additive color model in 

which red, green and blue light are added together in various 

ways to reproduce a broad array of colors. The name of the 

model comes from the initials of the three additive primary 

colors, red, green, and blue. 

The main purpose of the RGB color model is for the 

sensing, representation and display of images in electronic 

systems, such as televisions and computers, though it has also 

been used in conventional photography. Before the electronic 

age, the RGB color model already had a solid theory behind 

it, based in human perception of colors. 

1) RGB is a device-dependent color model: 

different devices detect or reproduce a given RGB value 

differently, since the color elements (such as phosphors or 

dyes) and their response to the individual R, G, and B levels 

vary from manufacturer to manufacturer, or even in the same 

device over time. Thus an RGB value does not define the 

same color across devices without some kind of color 

management. 

Typical RGB input devices are color TV and video 

cameras, image scanners, and digital cameras. Typical RGB 

output devices are TV sets of various technologies (CRT, 

LCD, plasma, OLED, quantum dots, etc.), computer and 

mobile phone displays, video projectors, multi-colour LED 

displays and large screens such as JumboTron. Color printers, 

on the other hand are not RGB devices, but subtractive color 

devices (typically CMYK color model). 

This article discusses concepts common to all the 

different color spaces that use the RGB color model, which 

are used in one implementation or another in color image-

producing technology. Used for colour model and broad 

category of colour of color models corners, RGB colour 

square measure at 3 points at corners and at basic scale. 

Magenta, yellow and cyan square measure at 3 remaining 

points at corner. Black is set at origin and white is set at the 

forest purpose. the road change of integrity black and white 

shows grey scale. All different colours square measure within 

the cube within the sort of points and square measure outlined 

by vectors extending from origin. the quantity of constituents 

wont to represent a constituent is termed pixel depth. 

normally application, we have a tendency to need eight bits 

for presenting a colon, for RGB, we have a tendency to 

desires = 8*3 = twenty four bits, thus total variety of colours 

= 2^24 = sixteen,777,216. however this massive variety {of 

colours of colours} square measure much not usable that why 

we have a tendency to use solely 256 colours. The set {of 

colours of colours} that may be used rather than whole 

colours is termed set of colours. this is often conjointly known 

as safe RGB colours. 

B. HSV Colour Model 

The HSV stands for the Hue, Saturation, and Value. we have 

a tendency to treat the hue-saturation-value (HSV) house as a 

cone: for a given purpose (HSV), h and sv square measure the 

angular and radial coordinates of the purpose on a disk of 

radius vat height v; all coordinates vary from zero to one [2]. 

HIS model decouples the colour and grey levels. it's the 

strategy that may give info regarding image than is well 

delineated  and understood. The HIS color model was 

designed having in mind the manner graphic designers and 

artists consider colours. Artists use terms like saturation (the 

purity of a color), hue (the colour itself) and intensity (the 

brightness of the color). this is often precisely what the HSI 

color model represents. the colour house is strange, since it's 

not orthogonal, during this color house, like within the others, 

a color may be a vector. H (hue) is that the angle of the vector 

over the essential triangle, ranging from red (0 degree). S 

(saturation) is that the proportional size of the module of the 

projection of the vector over the essential triangle, and that i 

(intensity), is that the distance from the top of the vector to 

the essential triangle. There is a conversion from RGB to HIS 

is kind of difficult.  

C. Similarity Measures: 

Finding smart similarity measures between pictures 

supported some feature set may be a difficult task. On the one 

hand, the final word goal is to outline similarity functions that 

match with human perception, however however humans 

choose the similarity between pictures may be a topic of 

current analysis. The Direct geometrician Distance between 

associate information image D and question image Q is given 

because the equation below [7].Where, a and b be the feature 

vectors of information image D and question image Q 

severally with size ‘n’. bar chart similarity measures 

particularly, bar chart Intersection (HI), bar chart geometer 

Distance (HED) and bar chart Quadratic Distance Measures 

(HQDM) [8].  

IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

Proposed a brand new matching technique for color primarily 

based image retrieval mistreatment bar chart, spatiogram and 

bins foremost, choose a RGB color house then regenerate its 

color house into HSV color house or grey level, within the 

case of HSV color house the results square measure simpler 

and correct compared to the RGB color house, however the 

grey level similarity matching between 2 image the results 

square measure improve compare to the colour house, 

developed a brand new formula and matching 2 color 

pictures. 

The color bar graph for a picture is made by 

numeration the quantity of pixels of every color [6]. In 

different words color bar graph defines as a distribution of 

colours in a picture. For digital pictures, a color bar graph 

represents the quantity of pixels that have colours in every of 

a set list of color ranges. Those span the image color house 

the set of all attainable colours. a visible illustration of the bar 

graph of a picture may be a easy however great tool as a result 

of it describes the image in terms of brightness and 

distinction. to search out the colour image bar graph  

S = total [sum ] 

Where s is similarity price between 2 color image 

bar graph, h1 is that the question image bar graph and h2 is 

that the info image bar graph. 

V. COLOR SPATIOGRAM  

We introduce the conception of a spatiogram that may be a 

generalization of a bar chart that features doubtless higher 

order moments. A bar chart may be a zeroth-order 

spatiogram, whereas second-order spectrograms contain 

spatial means that and covariance’s for every bar chart bin. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Additive_color
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Color_model
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Red
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Green
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blue
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Color
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Additive_primary_colors
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Additive_primary_colors
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photography
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronic_age
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronic_age
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trichromacy
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This spatial info still permits quite general transformations, 

as during a bar chart, however captures a richer description of 

the target to extend strength in pursuit. we tend to show the 

way to use spatiogram in kernel-based trackers, account a 

mean shift procedure during which individual pixels vote not 

just for the quantity of shift however conjointly for its 

direction. Experiments show improved pursuit results 

compared with histograms, victimization each mean shift and 

complete native search [4].  

S = total 

A. Algorithm for color matching algorithmic rule   

1) Read the info image d(I) and question image q(I) and 

each image square measure RGB color pictures.   

Where d(I)  and q(I) square measure variables  

2) Convert d(I) and q(I) RGB image into HSV image.  

RGB question pictures [q(I)]  HSV question pictures 

[q’(I)]  

RGB info pictures [d(I)]  HSV info images [d’(I)]  

3) Extract a color bar chart from every image h1 and h2.       

Bins =                                                   

4) Compare their bar chart, similarity (h1, h2).        

S = total [sum ]     

If result = zero, terribly low  

Result = 0.9, smart similarity      

Result = 1, excellent similarity.    Similarity                                  

5) Start the method of re-matching.          

6) Extract a color Spatiogram from every image d1 and d2.   

Bins =   d 1,d2 

7) Compare their spatiogram, similarity (d1, d2).     

C = 2*sqrt(2*pi)  

C2 = 1/(2*pi)  

q = sigma1+sigma2  

q = C * (q(1,1,:) .* q (2,2,:)) .^ (1/4)  

sigma = 1./(1./(sigma1+(sigma1==0)) +  

1./(sigma2+(sigma2==0)))  

Q = C * (sigma(1,1,:) .* sigma(2,2,:)) .^ (1/4)  

q = commute (q, [1 3 2])  

Q = permute(Q, [1 3 2])  

x = mu1(1,:) - mu2(1,:) y = mu1(2,:) - mu2(2,:)  

sigma = two * (sigma1+sigma2)  

I sigma = 1./(sigma+(sigmax==0))  

detsigmax = permute(sigma(1,1,:) .* sigma(2,2,:), [1 3 2])  

isigmaxx = permute(isigma(2,2,:), [1 3 2])  

isigma = permute(isigma(3,3,:), [1 3 2])  

z = C2 ./ sqrt(detsigmax) .* exp(-0.5 * (isigmaxx.*x.^2  

+ isigma.*y.^2))  

Dist. = letter of the alphabet * letter of the alphabet * z  

S = total      

If result = zero, terribly low similarity                                 

Result = 0.9, smart similarity                                           

Result = one, excellent similarity.     

 
Fig. 2: pictures 

 

VI. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Figure 2 shows the work flow of panorama sewing with 

colour and luminousness compensation. The procedure starts 

with setting the sewing order for the supply pictures within 

the image sequence by sorting their offsets obtained 

employing a motion trailing method throughout image 

capturing and allocating a space for the ultimate broad image.  

For the luminousness part, we have a tendency to figure a 

power mean within the linearized luminousness house to get 

a gamma correction constant. Next, Associate in Nursing 

objective perform is constructed with square variations 

between the corrected mean values of corresponding 

overlapping pictures. It is a function of all gamma 

coefficients and linear correction coefficients. we have a 

tendency to minimize the target perform over the image 

sequence to get these coefficients. Gamma correction for the 

luminousness part and linear correction for chrominance 

elements of every supply image is performed with the 

corresponding coefficients. Finally, a broad image is created 

by sewing the color- and luminance corrected supply pictures 

along. Within the following sections, the details of the 

approach are delineated. Finally, a panoramic image can be 

created by stitching the color- and luminance corrected 

source images together. In the following sections, the details 

of the approach will be described. 
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VII. RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

A.    Home Page 

 

B. Register Form 

 

C. Login Form 

 

D. Product Management 

 

E. Add Products 

1) Cart List 

 

 
2) Confirm Customer details 

 
3) Contact Us 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

The retrieval of images containing human faces requires 

detection of human faces in such images. We implemented a 

new method that segments skin regions out and locate faces 

using template matching in order to detect frontal human 

faces. We used 30 images to test the performance of this 

implementation and we got 76% of accuracy. 

The misses usually included regions with a similar 

skin likelihood values and regions that certainly were skin 

regions but corresponded to other parts of the body such as 

legs and arms. In other cases, misses were found due the 
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constrain we set of having one or more holes in a skin region 

to be in considered for the processing described in the 

previous sections. Our current implementation is limited to 

the detection of frontal human faces.  

We compared a couple of scenes processed both 

with our method and of previous methods. The images should 

be viewed and compared on computer display from the pdf as 

the differences are in some cases subtle. We did not perform 

a user study, but an interested reader can create personal 

opinions and the quality using additional comparison image 
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